Predicting tree-seedling height distributions using subcontinental-scale forest inventory data
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ABSTRACT

The importance of tree seedlings in determining future stand composition and structure is well-documented in forestry literature. When planned or unanticipated overstory removal events occur, subsequent regeneration success is often linked to the number of seedlings and their height distribution. Yet, in most forest inventories, only counts of seedlings are obtained as it is too time-consuming to measure individual seedlings. To better understand the expected height distribution, models were developed to predict Weibull distribution parameters based on seedling abundance information and stand/site characteristics. A number of these characteristics were found to be statistically significant predictors of the distribution parameters; however, a more parsimonious model using stand basal area, stand age, number of seedlings, and latitude provided essentially the same fit statistics. Models were fitted for all species and for selected species subgroups, but there was generally insufficient data at this time to develop species-level analyses.

1. Introduction

Planning for post-harvest natural regeneration success is a key component of pre-harvest planning and assessment. One of the primary indicators of post-harvest regeneration outcomes is the species, number, and size of seedlings present prior to harvest (Loftis, 1990; Marquis et al., 1992). Also to be considered is whether seedlings germinate from seed or sprout from stumps or roots (Decocq et al., 2004; Del Tredici, 2001). In the early stages of stand initiation and development, both sources contribute to the seedling population that will largely determine the composition of the future stand. Under typical stand growth trajectories and increased canopy closure, the number, size, and species of seedlings at any given time depends on numerous factors, but primarily by amount of seed production (Zaczeck, 2002; Standovár and Kenderes, 2003), available light in the understory (Lieffers et al., 1999; Stanciu and O’Hara, 2006), herbivory (Brose et al., 2008), and more generally by climate (Rochefort et al., 1994; Bazzaz et al., 1990). It is important for forest managers to track the seedling component in all phases of stand development. In young stands, seedlings are indicators of future stand composition and structure. These are key factors in projections of stand development and are used for planning timing/intensity of silvicultural activities, such as prescribed fire and thinning (Albrecht and McCarthy, 2006). The seedling component of older stands is also important as either planned or unplanned stand-replacement disturbances may occur (Swanson et al., 2011).

Quantifying the seedling component requires consideration of seedling vigor and height as these often indicate the likelihood of survival and resultant future canopy characteristics. Root-collar diameter (rcd) is used evaluate vigor. Often, seedlings are only measured if they are considered ‘established’ based on a minimum rcd threshold. Also, rcd thresholds for large-seeded taxa are used to classify seedlings as competitive and indicate the probability of developmental success (Brose, 2008). Seedling height is useful as an indicator of freedom from competition with other tree reproduction, understory vegetation (e.g., ferns and grasses; McWilliams et al., 1995), and ungulate browsing of the upper stem (Horsley et al., 2003; Jobidon et al., 2003). Seedling heights are largely driven by light availability and age, which is corroborated in modeling strategies that use age and site index as covariates (Puhlick et al., 2013); consider canopy openness as a surrogate for light availability and age since harvest (Millington et al., 2011); and employ various understory density measures and understory diffuse light measurements to develop seedling height models (Lochhead and Comeau, 2012).

To facilitate research on seedling dynamics and inform forest managers on the condition and health of this vital component,
the Forest Inventory and Analysis program of the U.S. Forest Service, Northern Research Station (NRS-FIA) recently implemented Regeneration Indicator (RI) measurements on a subset of inventory plots. These data are critically important because the region’s forests are aging and face numerous, inter-related stressors that challenge forest regeneration managers (McWilliams et al., 2015). Of particular importance to this study is the addition of height class to the seedling data collection protocol. This affords the opportunity to develop relationships between tree seedling height distributions and typical forest inventory variables to help foresters understand factors affecting seedling size dynamics across a range of stand and site conditions. To this end, specific objectives were to (1) use seedling height class information to generate a continuous seedling height distribution, (2) model the tree seedling height distribution where the parameters may be a function of stand and location attributes, (3) relate the modeling outcomes to stand development patterns in the context of expected biological relationships, and (4) describe how this knowledge assists in making informed forest management decisions.

2. Methods

2.1. Data

The data used for this study were collected by NRS-FIA from 2012 to 2015 across the states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. The FIA Phase 2 (P2) quasi-systematic sample has an intensity of approximately 1 plot per 2428 ha. Each sample plot consists of four 7.32 m radius subplots, and within each subplot is a 2.07 m radius microplot (Bechtold and Scott, 2005). All trees with a diameter breast height (dbh) of 12.70 cm and larger are measured on the subplot, while information on saplings (dbh < 12.70 cm) and seedlings (dbh < 2.54 cm and height > 0.05 m) are collected on the microplot. Additional data were collected on a 1/8 subset of the FIA P2 sample (hereafter denoted as P2+ dataset) chosen for additional measurements associated with regeneration attributes (McWilliams et al., 2015). Seedling counts by species and height class were taken on these plots, where the height classes corresponded to (1) 0.05–0.15 m, (2) 0.16–0.30 m, (3) 0.31–0.90 m, (4) 0.91–1.51 m, and (5) 1.52–3.05 m, and (6) >3.05 m.

Within each plot, areas having different forest conditions are mapped and data associated with each of the distinct areas are collected. Specifically, different areas within the plot are delineated when there are differences in reserved status, owner group, forest type, stand size class, regeneration status, or tree density (U.S. Forest Service, 2013). For this study, the data were summarized at the condition-level as the aforementioned attributes and other factors may influence the seedling component. Additional data collected at the condition level and relevant to this study include basal area per hectare (dbh > 2.54 cm), stand age, site productivity, slope, aspect, and physiographic class (Woudenberg et al., 2010). To include recently harvested conditions and other new forests, stand age of 0 was set at 0.5. Plot-level data used included latitude, longitude, and elevation. Data from 2012 to 2014 were used for analysis; with the 2015 data serving as validation data. Table 1 provides summary statistics for various data attributes.

2.2. Analysis

Actual seedling heights are a continuous variable, but in these data the seedlings are counted by height classes to identify early developmental traits by strata. Nonetheless, the overall pattern can be deduced by using the height-class midpoints. As expected, this trend shows rapid decreases in seedling density as size increases, with more seedlings near the lower threshold than near the upper threshold within a height class. To provide a basis for creation of a continuous seedling height distribution, models that describe the height trend were sought. Initial analyses consisted of evaluating several distributional forms (e.g., exponential, gamma, Weibull, beta), which indicated a 3-parameter Weibull function provided the most flexibility. This distribution has a cumulative distribution function given by Teimouri and Gupta (2013):

\[
F(y) = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{y - \mu}{\beta}\right)^x
\]

where \(\mu\) (location), \(x\) (shape), and \(\beta\) (scale) are parameters. As the distribution of seedling heights may be influenced by various factors associated with the local environment, relationships between distribution parameters and forest type, site productivity, stand basal area, stand age, numbers of seedlings, slope, aspect, physiographic class, elevation, latitude, and longitude were assessed. This was accomplished by creating categories for continuous variables and then fitting (1) to each category within each variable of interest. Graphical analyses of the relationship between the categories and the distribution parameters revealed whether relationships were present and if so, their likely form, e.g., linear or nonlinear. While these analyses were useful for examining potential underlying relationships, the information does not imply a final form of the model because correlations among the environmental variables, as well as correlations among model parameters, were not accounted for. Still, the basic form of the model considered has a fixed value for \(\mu\) (the smallest height in the data = 0.0508 m) with the scale and shape parameters being functions of certain environment variables \((E_k)\), i.e., \(\beta = f(E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_k)\) and \(x = f(E_{k+1}, E_{k+2}, \ldots, E_k)\).

Goodness-of-fit statistics for the candidate models were assessed via the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the concordance correlation (Rc; Vonesh et al., 1996):

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (y - \hat{y})^2}{n}}
\]

\[
Rc = 1 - \frac{\sum (y - \hat{y})^2 + (\sum y - \sum \hat{y})^2}{\sum (y - \bar{y})^2 + (\sum y - \sum \bar{y})^2 + n(y - \bar{y})^2}
\]
K-S test provides useful information, it should be noted that test results are based on only six observations and thus the power to detect differences is low.

To evaluate the performance of the analytical results, pseudo-heights for each seedling in the 2015 validation data were generated as described above using the height class information and the final form of model (1). As with the model fit data, results were compared graphically and through K-S tests to assess the model performance as applied to independent data. While the above analyses pertain to all species, there are likely various reasons why the height distribution for certain species or species groups might be of interest. Such information may be beneficial for determining the likelihood of certain desirable species to replace previous canopy dominants for stands regenerating naturally following stand-initiation disturbance. As an example, all seedling species were assigned to severe (22 species) or low/moderate (68 species) browse intensity classes based on species palatability to white-tailed deer. These ratings are somewhat subjective, but for this study the assignments were based primarily on Benner (2007) and Petrides (1941); although in some cases other sources were consulted. Model (1) was fitted separately to each subgroup to evaluate how seedling height distributions might be affected by selected browsing.

### 3. Results

After considering and testing various formulations of model (1), including several interactions among predictor variables, the best model fit statistics were obtained when the scale parameter was a function of stand age and physiographic class. The shape parameter was influenced by number of seedlings per ha, basal area per ha, latitude, terrain slope, and broad forest type classification. The final specification was determined to be:

\[
F(y) = 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{y - 0.0508}{\beta_0 A^{\beta_5} + \beta_1 P_X + \beta_2 P_M} \right)^{x_0 + x_1 S + x_2 B + x_3 L + x_4 T + x_5 F} + \epsilon
\]

where \( A = \text{stand age (yrs); } P_X = 1 \) if physiographic class is xeric, 0 otherwise; \( P_M = 1 \) if physiographic class is mesic, 0 otherwise; \( S = \text{number of seedlings ha}^{-1}; \) \( B = \text{basal area (m}^2\text{ha}^{-1}, \text{dbh} \geq 2.54 \text{cm}); \) \( L = \text{latitude (degrees); } T = \text{terrain slope (percent); } F = 1 \) if the forest type is conifer dominant, 0 otherwise; \( \beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_5, \) and \( x_0 \) to \( x_5 \) are estimated parameters; \( \epsilon \) is random residual error.

Further analyses indicated a more parsimonious formulation provided essentially the same fit statistics:

\[
F(y) = 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{y - 0.0508}{\beta_0 A^{\beta_5}} \right)^{x_0 + x_1 S + x_2 B + x_3 L} + \epsilon
\]

All estimated parameters for models (4) and (5) were statistically different from zero at the 95% confidence level (Table 2). Both models had concordance correlation (Rc) values near 0.73 and root mean squared error (RMSE) of approximately 0.21. In the context presented here, the units for RMSE are distribution percentile points where, for example, the 50th percentile would be expressed as 0.50.

Predicted values from (5) were used to generate a continuous height distribution having similar shape to that inferred by the proportion of data in each height class and the height-class means. Fig. 1a depicts the original and predicted distributions, where the original data are now distributed in a monotonically-decreasing nonlinear trend within and among height classes. To better illustrate model performance, Fig. 1b shows the predictions aggregated back to the height class means; where it is shown that slight over- or under-prediction is present for each height class, although the discrepancies are relatively minor. Descriptive statistics for each distribution suggest application of model (5) produces slightly smaller measures of central tendency and variation in comparison to the original data (Table 3). Potential users of the model results should consider whether these differences are of practical importance to the intended application. Results of the K-S test based on these comparative distributions produced a D statistic of 0.33 (p = 0.89), suggesting there are no statistically-significant differences between the two distributions at the 95% confidence level (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)).

Application of model (5) to the 2015 validation data showed close agreement between the original and pseudo-height distributions (Fig. 2). Comparisons between descriptive statistics and the K-S test results were essentially the same as those reported above, suggesting the model performance is similar applied to an independent data set.

Model (5) was also fitted to species subdomains based on likely browse intensity as indicated by deer palatability, i.e., severe or low/moderate. The results for the low/moderate browse group were generally similar to the all species group, with all estimated parameters statistically significant and model fit statistics essentially unchanged (Table 4). The model fit to species susceptible to severe browsing also included all estimated parameters being statistically significant; albeit with larger standard errors due to the smaller sample size. The severe group also exhibited a degradation in fit statistics, with the model now having an Rc statistic of nearly 0.43 and RMSE of 0.27. These results indicate that severe browsing produces substantial increases in variability of seedling height dis-
tributions. Comparisons between the predicted height distribu-
tions of the two groups suggested that the severely-browsed spe-
cies tend to have more seedlings in the very small height range,
e.g., less than 0.4 m; whereas there appears to be more low-
moderate species persisting in the height classes ranging from
approximately 0.7 to 2.2 m in height (Fig. 3). Thereafter, the distri-
butions are quite similar, which is not surprising as seedlings hav-
ing height of 2.5+ m have likely escaped browsing of the terminal
leader.

4. Discussion

As the reduced model (5) provided nearly identical fit statistics
to those from the full model (4), the reduced model should be pre-
ferred by most users as the required predictor variables are com-
monly available in most forest inventory data, e.g., the entire
NFS-FIA P2 sample. The resultant parameter estimates show that
as stand age increases, the distribution shifts towards having a lar-
ger proportion of smaller seedlings. The shape parameter increases
as number of seedlings increases, and decreases with larger values
for basal area and latitude. Fig. 4 depicts seedling height distribu-
tions at various stand ages based on an approximate average stand
trajectory developed from the data. Typical stand dynamics sug-
ject that higher basal area would be associated with greater crown

Table 2
Estimated parameters and fit statistics for models (4) and (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model (4)</th>
<th>Model (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>Std. err.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>2.16281</td>
<td>0.14710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>-0.22697</td>
<td>0.02010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>-0.24593</td>
<td>0.06380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>-0.21209</td>
<td>0.05060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_0$</td>
<td>0.90320</td>
<td>0.12630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>4.12E-05</td>
<td>2.05E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>-0.00138</td>
<td>0.00035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_3$</td>
<td>-0.01203</td>
<td>0.00299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_4$</td>
<td>0.00013</td>
<td>0.00038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_5$</td>
<td>-0.03578</td>
<td>0.01300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.7286</td>
<td>0.2066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.2966</td>
<td>0.2066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Observed height-class midpoints distribution compared to (a) the continuous distribution of seedling heights from model (5), and (b) the continuous height distribution reduced to height-class midpoints.

Table 3
Statistics for original height-class midpoint distribution and pseudo-height midpoint distribution arising from model (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. dev.</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Validation data: Observed height-class midpoints distribution compared to (a) the continuous distribution of seedling heights from model (5), and (b) the continuous height distribution reduced to height-class midpoints.

As the reduced model (5) provided nearly identical fit statistics
to those from the full model (4), the reduced model should be pre-
ferred by most users as the required predictor variables are com-
monly available in most forest inventory data, e.g., the entire
NFS-FIA P2 sample. The resultant parameter estimates show that
as stand age increases, the distribution shifts towards having a lar-
ger proportion of smaller seedlings. The shape parameter increases
as number of seedlings increases, and decreases with larger values
for basal area and latitude. Fig. 4 depicts seedling height distribu-
tions at various stand ages based on an approximate average stand
trajectory developed from the data. Typical stand dynamics sug-

closure and decreased light availability for seedling survival and growth (Vickers et al., 2017). Lower basal area would permit more light in the understory, and seedlings receiving the additional light through canopy gaps will tend to grow faster and thus create more differentiation in heights across the seedling population (Coates, 2002; York et al., 2003). Both relatively fewer seedlings and higher basal area conspire to produce smaller values of the shape parameter, which favor a higher proportion of seedlings with small heights. Other influences on number of seedlings include deer herbivory and competing vegetation such as ferns and grasses (Horsley and Marquis, 1983). High levels of either factor would suggest fewer, shorter seedlings, corresponding with the resultant smaller shape parameter due to a lower seedling density. Typical stand development suggests the number of seedlings and their height variability is lessened as the stand matures.

The models should be used with caution when stand growth trajectories have been altered by disturbance or treatment. At a minimum, enough time should be allowed for the stand response to have occurred, e.g., increased light availability due to thinning may affect number of seedlings. As an example, Fig. 5 depicts a scenario where 40% of the basal area was removed at age 70 and subsequent post-thinning seedling distributions at age 90 and 120. The resultant decrease in overstory basal area was presumed to create $S = 10,000$ and $B = 30$ as the 20 year post-thin response. The seedling distribution is shown to have shifted towards a broader range of heights than were present prior to thinning. Fur-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Severe Estimate</th>
<th>Std. err.</th>
<th>Low-Moderate Estimate</th>
<th>Std. err.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>2.25453</td>
<td>0.4519</td>
<td>1.95076</td>
<td>0.1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1$</td>
<td>-0.31041</td>
<td>0.0482</td>
<td>-0.26505</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_0$</td>
<td>1.50285</td>
<td>0.1985</td>
<td>0.73206</td>
<td>0.1119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>2.60E-05</td>
<td>3.12E-06</td>
<td>4.18E-05</td>
<td>2.03E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>-0.02777</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>-0.00111</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>-0.02654</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>-0.00865</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_C$</td>
<td>0.4262</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.2702</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4** Estimated parameters and fit statistics for model (5) fitted to species subdomains categorized as severe and low-moderate browse intensity.

![Fig. 3. Predicted seedling height distributions for severe and low-moderate browse intensity species subdomains.](image)

![Fig. 4. Seedling height frequency distributions 0.05–2.0 m for various ages in a typical stand development pattern. Scenarios include (1) $A = 20$ years, $B = 2$ m$^2$/ha, $S = 8500$/ha; (2) $A = 50$ years, $B = 10$ m$^2$/ha, $S = 7500$/ha; (3) $A = 80$ years, $B = 40$ m$^2$/ha, $S = 6500$/ha; (4) $A = 120$ years, $B = 100$ m$^2$/ha, $S = 4000$/ha. L = 42 degrees for all scenarios.](image)
ther growth to age 120 \((S = 6000, B = 50)\) is indicative of a return to canopy-closure and the ensuing effects of decreased light availability in the understory (i.e., fewer, smaller seedlings).

Though some of the significant predictors in model \((4)\) contributed little to improving model fit, the results may provide some insight into other possibly relevant factors that may affect seedling height distributions. Physiographic class, terrain position, slope, and forest type classification appeared to play relatively minor roles in determining seedling height distributions in this study. Alternatively, Vickers et al. (2011) used moisture availability classes to develop models for hardwood regeneration in the central Appalachian region of the U.S. It is noteworthy that physiographic class and forest type were included as indicator variables representing certain classifications. Other variables and classifications, i.e., a continuous moisture index (Iverson et al., 1997) to describe physiographic conditions, may provide more useful information and have a greater impact on the model fit. Some variables may also prove more useful for other locations as well, e.g., slope may become increasingly important in mountainous areas. Evaluation of these hypothesized outcomes are topics for further exploration.

Prediction of seedling height distributions for selected species subdomains was accomplished by refitting the model to reduced datasets based on browse palatability rankings. This would be the preferred method when possible. Otherwise, predictions for browse classifications would rely on applying the model fitted to all species and then reducing the data to only the species of interest. The degree to which this can be accurately accomplished depends on how closely the distribution for the selected species follows the overall distribution. It would be expected that more accurate results would be obtained as the number of species in the subdomain increases, e.g., the low-moderate browse group. Modeling distributions of individual species is the next logical step as the distribution for any given species may differ considerably from that of all seedlings due to factors such as available moisture, shade tolerance, and herbivory stress. Parameterization of species-level models should become more promising as more data are collected and sample sizes increase.

An obvious application of the results would be to use these models to estimate seedling height distributions for the other NRS-FIA plots with no \(P2+\) measurements (88 percent of all plots). Theoretically, this would increase the sample size by \(7\times\) for estimates requiring seedling heights, e.g., number of seedlings by height class. Statistical formulae suggest a reduction of 62% in the standard error of the estimates would be achieved (Table 5). To be objective, the uncertainty due to the model should be included in the total error for the estimates. Generally this source of error has been shown to be small in comparison to sampling error (McRoberts and Westfall, 2014).

Another valuable use would be for growth and yield models where seedling information is included in stand projections or as part of regeneration establishment modules requiring predictions for initial conditions, e.g., the Northeast variant of the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) (Dixon and Keyser, 2008). Currently, FVS options for regeneration establishment are planting, sprouting, and custom input. Modeled seedling height distributions could be appended to the entire NRS-FIA \(P2\) dataset. This has been a limitation in applying the Northern variant for mixed deciduous forests of the study region.

---

**Table 5**

Estimates of seedlings/ha, standard errors based on the current sample, and standard errors revised to reflect the use of the entire \(P2\) sample via application of model \((5)\) for Maryland, U.S. in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height class</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>9102.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>4859.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>1846.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>2517.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>667.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>253.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>1796.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>582.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>221.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>307.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>126.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>153.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>69.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedlings/ha</td>
<td>13946.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error</td>
<td>5033.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std error (revised)</td>
<td>1912.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 5. Seedling height frequency distributions 0.05–2.0 m for an example thinned stand with 40% basal area removed. Stand conditions just prior to thinning were \(A = 70\) years, \(B = 35\) m\(^2\)/ha, \(S = 7000\) ha. 20 years of post-thinning growth produced conditions of \(A = 90\) years, \(B = 30\) m\(^2\)/ha, \(S = 10,000\) ha; whereas conditions 50 years post-thinning were \(A = 120\) years, \(B = 50\) m\(^2\)/ha, \(S = 6000\) ha; \(L = 42\) degrees for all scenarios.
5. Conclusion

Seedling populations can be highly variable due to the wide range of factors that affect survival and growth. The results of this study quantified the impacts of several stand attributes on expected seedling height distributions. Specifically, relationships between certain stand/site variables and distribution parameters may be encountered in other environments. Also, more refined relationships may be developed for the study area as these data continue to be collected on an annual basis by the NRS-FIA program. Empirical explanation of the seedling component remains an important area for further research with applications such as silvicultural prescriptions and inputs into growth and yield models for projections of future stand conditions. To this end, the methods present a modeling framework to potentially employ across a range of different applications (e.g., individual species or spatial extents).

As with all models, values used for the predictor variables should fall within a reasonable range of possible stand conditions, e.g., a stand of age 1 year would not have a basal area of 25 m2/ha. This should generally not be a problem with observed data, with the exception of recent disturbance events that could substantially alter stand characteristics. In such cases, the number of seedlings expected as a response needs to be inferred or model usage should be delayed until the response can be observed. There are no specific guidelines in this regard, thus it is incumbent upon the user to be cautious in such situations.
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